West/An Tir War Financial Policy
7/8/01

As of this writing, the principals of this war are the Kingdom of the West and the Kingdom of An Tir.

1. The War shall be sponsored alternately by the Kingdom of An Tir or the Kingdom of the West every other year.

2. Each individual kingdom’s Exchequer Council shall set the budget for the war.

3. Each individual kingdom shall approve the budget when it is their turn to sponsor the event.

4. Once the budget has been approved, a copy will be sent to the corresponding finance committee for comment.

5. The profit shall be split 60/40, with the larger portion going to the sponsoring kingdom for that year.

6. The sponsoring kingdom shall provide an event report to the corresponding kingdom with the profit check.

7. The financial committee in the Kingdom of the West and the Kingdom of An Tir shall be the Exchequer’s Council, which consists of the Kingdom Exchequer, the Kingdom Seneschal, and the Royalty (who vote as one).

8. The supporting local branch(s) may receive all or a portion of the merchant’s fee, this to be determined kingdom by kingdom.

9. There will be no volunteer hours paid out as of this writing.